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grouse Is the prize of
covers. When fall leaves
many hunters' thoughts
exciting bird whose
flush can rattle the nerves of

ost experienced bird hunter.
whltetailed deer, grouse are
of edges and prosper the
In reverting farmlands, but grouse
can be found anywhere in Maine,
from the tops of mountains, to the
shores of the ocean.
Ruffed grouse eat a wide
variety of foods, but among
the most important in the
north are aspen
leaves and buds.
Photo by
Todd Sands.
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Editorial
By Lee E. Perry, Commissioner
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife

This year marks the 50th anniversary of the Federal Aid in Sport Fish
Restoration Program. Coupled with money derived from the sale of fishing
licenses, this program has evolved into a significant source of funding for
research and management of sport fish; development and maintenance of boat
access facilities and aquatic resources education in
Maine.
Without this program, Maine's fish populations and
your opportunities to enjoy them would be greatly
diminished. Passage of this act strengthened the capability of state fisheries management agencies to hire
biologists who through the application of scientific
research could maintain and restore fish populations.
Anglers and others used
this new information to
advocate for sciencebased management and
restoration of fish populations and their habitat.

Federal Aid Project
funded by your purchase
of fishing
equipment
Correction
In the Summer 2000 issue of MAINE
Fish and Wildlife Magazine the article on
the Rangeley region was written by Forrest
Bonney, regional fisheries biologist. His
name was inadvertently omitted from the
story's byline. We opologize for the omission.

MAINE Fish and Wildlife

Much has been accomplished during the past fifty years. Due to the
dynamic nature of fish populations and their environment, the work will never be complete. As we
continue to modify the natural environment, the
need for biological research and habitat surveys
becomes greater.
You support this program each time you purchase
fishing equipment or motorboat fuel. The price
you pay for the product includes a federal excise
tax which has been paid by the manufacturer. You
reimburse them for their contributions to a federal
Aquatic Resources Trust Fund from which Maine
receives a fair share of financial support for our
management programs. So the next time you fuel
your boat, replace a lure or upgrade your fishing
reel, think of it as an investment in the future of
sport fishing.
Fall 2000
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Meet Our Wildlife
Resources Planner

The Atlantic puffin
is on Maine's
threatened species
list. (All pg tos by
Ken Allen)

Sandra
Ritchie
By Ken Allen
Sandra L. Ritchie has worked as a
wildlife resources planner for the Bureau
of Resource Management in the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife for nearly two years. This
wildlife biologist took the position after
being with the Department for 20 years
where she gained valuable experience as
a wildlife technician in the Bangor office,
then an assistant regional wildlife biologist in the Rangeley office and finally a
regional wildlife biologist in Augusta and
Sidney. In short, she has come up
through the ranks.
Ritchie fits into that proactive mold,

a hallmark of
DIF&W's biologists
since 1968, and a
quick anecdote says
it best. She once
saw a sign at a local
laundromat that
reflected her present
philosophy. It read,
"Plan ahead Remember it wasn't
raining when Noah
built the ark."
Ritchie knows that management
planning for wildlife is crucial in a state
like Maine that has rich diversity in habitat, climate and land-use practices.
Northeastern Aroostook County looks

like a different country compared to
northern York and southern Oxford counties. Mid-coast Maine is vastly different
to the Western Mountains around
Rangeley. This truth forces biologists to
utilize varied management tools for tailoring programs to meet certain needs
around the state.
Opinions of Maine people also differ
from one region to the next. For example, citizens in southern-coastal Maine
may oppose increasing the moose harvest
because they have no first-hand experience with moose. However, folks in the
North Country may strongly support raising permit numbers because of the constant threat of moose-vehicle collisions.
As Bob Cram, a registered master
Maine guide and outdoors writer, once
said, "Most of us living in northern
Maine know at least one person who has
died after hitting a moose with a vehicle."

Whitetailed deer are one of Maine's exciting wildlife success stories
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Future changes in habitat interest
Ritchie, who knows her job begins with
balancing "the needs of wildlife with the
Fall 2000

needs and desires of Maine's citizens."
She feels this will insure that future
generations will enjoy wildlife as we do
today.
This starts with a species assessment,
a step where wildlife biologists compile
everything they know about a particular
species. They document where the animal
lives in Maine, what it eats, what it
requires for habitat and how it interacts
with other wildlife and humans. They
also study reproduction, behavior and survival tactics. This is the pure science side
of the job.
Once Department biologists look at
these facts, they begin an important phase
of management planning. This includes a
critical review of current and past management goals and objectives. They also
review habitat quality, population size and
use and demand for hunting, trapping and
other wildlife-associated recreation. The
final part of the assessment centers on dis-

Goals and
Objectives
The definitions of "goal" and "objective" need an explanation because
many people consider the two words
as synonyms.
The Department defines a goal
as "a beacon toward which the
agency intends to head." Goals are
broad statements of policy, ambitious, yet perhaps unachievable.
Objectives are a roadmap for
reaching the agency's goals. They
are specific, measurable outcomes
that can be achieved within a foreseeable amount of time. For example, a goal for whitetailed deer in
northern and western Maine might
be to provide hunting and viewing
opportunity, while preventing overbrowsing of deer wintering habitat.
An objective would be more narrowly focused. An objective for deer
management in northern and western Maine might be to bring the deer
population to 50 percent to 60 percent of the carrying capacity of the
wintering habitat by the year 2004
and then maintain at that level.
MAIN
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Three Decades of Wildlife Planning
For over 30 years, the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife's biologists have followed a philosophy that has made a major
impact on this state's fish-and-wildlife resources, but their progressive
thinking has received few accolades.
These professionals have long recognized the need to be proactive
rather than reactive in statewide, strategic plans for managing Maine's
resources, and that approach has made all the difference to sports folks
in the Pine Tree State.
For many of us, the good, old days are here and now, a ctiche, but
like many cliches, it is one based in truth. Four wildlife success stories
jump to mind. Deer have rebounded better than most of us could ever
expect, the bear population continues increasing in large areas of the
state, moose hunting offers a world-class experience and the turkey season has become an exciting spring event.
These accomplishments came after a major hurdle; convincing the
public that certain management tools would achieve success. The anydeer-permit system, current bear-hunting season structure, conservative
moose harvest and stocking wild turkeys rather than domesticated birds
have worked. With hindsight, it now amuses older sports folks when they
recall the bitter opposition to any-deer permits, three-tiered bear seasons
and the first modern moose hunt.
Through these years, the Department has become more convinced
that public involvement in the planning process works. Once people
believe in a system, they cooperate and help make it successful. The
Department really does listen before making decisions.
Naturally, high-profile game animals such as deer, bear and moose
generate attention while DIF&W goes through the assessment and planning process, but the Department must assess and come up with a management plan for 91 species. Right now, 30 have an assessment and
management plan.
cussions about future projections for habitat, population size and use and demand of
the resource.
Public Input
The Department has
received severe criticism in the
past because sports folks felt the
Department didn't listen to
them. Those days, according to
Ritchie, are over. The
Department has made a sincere
effort to expand public participation in the preparation of
species plans. Biologists feel
that it's important to bear what
the public wants from the
resource - whether it is deer,
moose, Canada lynx or Tomah
mayflie - and include those
wants in planning. DIF&W
looks at Maine's wildlife as

belonging to the state's citizens, and the
Department's job is to be the steward of
these valuable resources.
A public working group develops

Do wolves call Maine home?
Fall 2000
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the species management goals and objectives, and then, wildlife biologists come up
with a strategy to achieve the desired
results, which go through a public-hearing
process. The :finished product goes to the
Department's Advisory Council for
approval.
The Department makes every effort to
insure the public working group has balanced representation and goes out of its
way to have out poken critics involved.
Folks with a variety of interests and from

Bird Priorities
The Department has assessed
the following game birds:
1) Woodcock, 2) wild turkey and
3) ruffed grouse.
IF&W has also assessed the following birds by lumping them together and not doing individual species.
1 ) Common merganser 2) bufflehead, 3) seater (three species),
4) ruddy duck, 5) old squaw, 6)
green-winged teal, 7) red-breasted
merganser, 8) scaup (two species)
9) mallard, 10) pintail, 11) American
widgeon, 12) hooded merganser,
13) gadwall, 14) northern shoveler,
15) blue-winged teal, 16) snow
goose and 17) American crow.
Of these species, IF&W has a
management plan in place for the
following:
1) Woodcock, 2) wild turkey, 3)
common merganser, 4) bufflehead,
5) seater (three species), 6) ruddy
duck, 7) old squaw, 8) green-winged
teal, 9) red-breasted merganser,
1 O) scaup (two species), 11) mallard,
12) pintail, 13) American widgeon,
140 hooded merganser, 15) gadwall,
16) northern shoveler, 17) bluewinged teal and 18) snow goose.
The order of priority for assessment of these species follows:
1) Common eider, 2) American
black duck, 3) common goldeneye,
4) American coot, 5) common
moorhen, 6) Barrow's goldeneye,
7) sora rail, 8) wood duck, 9) ringnecked duck, 10) Canada goose,
11) Virginia rail, 12) common snipe,
13) ring-necked pheasant and
14) northern bobwhite.
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all over of the state participate.
Last June, the 25-member Big Game
Working Group developed goal and objectives that will guide management of deer,
bear, moose and coyote for the next 15
years. Members included the Sport man's
Alliance of Maine, Maine Farm Bureau,
Maine Audubon Society, Defenders of
Wildlife, Bethel and Greenville area chambers of commerce, Maine Trappers
Association, Lyme Disease Working
Group, Maine Sporting Camp Owners
Association and Maine Professional
Guides Association. The group had representation from four geographic areas of
Maine, people concerned about deer depredation impacts and safety-conscious
citizens worried about the increase in moosevehicle collisions.
The final step in this proactive
approach starts with preparing biological
management systems for each species, a

Wildlife Priorities
The Department has
assessed the following big game
animals and has a management
system in place for them:
1) Bear, 2) moose, 3) deer,
4) beaver, 5) river otter, 6) bobcat, 7) fisher and 8) marten.
DIF&W has assessed the following and will eventually have a
management system in place:
1) Coyote, 2) raccoon,
3) mink, 4) muskrat, 5) red fox
and 6) snowshoe hare.
The order of priority of the
species not assessed is: 1) New
England cottontail, 2) opossum,
3) gray squirrel, 4) skunk, 5) porcupine, 6) gray fox, 7) woodchuck, 8) red squirrel and weasel,
both long and short tail.

all 2000

system based on goals and objectives
developed by the public working group
and approved by the Advisory Council.
This gives biologists a blueprint for documenting information that the
Department collects to help make management decisions. This system also

Who's Who
The Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife has done an
assessment on the following creatures, which are on the endangered
or threatened species list.
1) Clayton's copper butterfly,
2) Tomah mayfly 3) box turtle,
4) spotted turtle, 5) Blanding's turtle,
6) golden eagle, 7) Harlequin duck,
8) upland sandpiper, 9) grasshopper
sparrow, 10) least tern, 11) black
racer, 12) peregrine falcon,
13) razorbill auk, 14) roseate tern,
15) Atlantic puffin, 16) Arctic tern,
17) piping plover, 18) bald eagle.
A management system is in
place for four birds: roseate tern,
Arctic tern, piping plover and bald
eagle.
The following on the endangered or threatened species list will
eventually have assessments:
1) Katahdin Arctic, 2) ringed
boghaunter, 3) Edward's hairstreak,
4) sedge wren, 5) P.B.
Zanclognatha, 6) twilight moth,
7) flat-headed mayfly, 8) Hesell's
hairstreak, 9) tidewater mucket,
1 O) yellow lampmussel, 11) swamp
darter, 12) American pipit, 13) northern bog lemming, 14) pygmy snaketail, 15) black tern, 16) Canada lynx.
The order of priority of the
species to assess follows:
1) Katahdin Arctic, 2) ringed
boghaunter, 3)Edward's hairstreak,
4) sedge wren, 5) P.B.
Zanclognatha, 6) twilight moth,
7) flat-headed mayfly, 8) Hessel's
hairstream, 9) tidewater mucket,
10) yellow lampmussel, 11) swamp
darter and 12) American pipit.
Eskimo curlew, gray wolf, eastern cougar and American burying
beetle are on the list, but their status in Maine is undetermined.
MAINE Fish and Wildlife

gives biologists tools for "evaluating current management, developing new work
job and monitoring the process annually." This insures biologists will know if
their strategy is progressing well enough
to meet the public working group's management objectives.
'Big Picture'
Ritchie looks at her job as a liaison
between other divisions in IF&W as well
as with other agencies. She coordinate
research and management, and in her
words, "I must look at the big picture.
When I was in the field [as a wildlife
biologist], I was often concerned with my
little corner of the world."
Species planning has dominated Ritchie's
time these days, but she also drafts legis-

lation, keeps track of rule making and
other administrative task , a switch from
her days as a wildlife biologist. Before
her present position, she gained valuable
experience while studying marine bird
and fur bearers out of the Bangor office
before becoming an assistant regional
wildlife biologist and then regional
wildlife biologi t. This gave her ample
opportunity to deal with the public.
Without a doubt, he came to the job
well-prepared.
When talking to Ritchie or reading
her memos and article , it's impossible to
mis one of her philo ophies. She feels
public input is crucial to success, a
mantra of the new DIF&W.

Razorbill auks are the subjects of wildlife biologists' scrutiny in Maine.
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By KEN BAILEY
(Reprinted courtesy Courier Publications)
After two years of controversy, heated
accusations and political bickering, the
Maine Warden Service is now working
under a new law intended to change the
way wardens operate. Just how much
change is in store for the state's secondlargest law-enforcement agency remains to
be seen.
In the 120 years since the service was
formed, it has developed a reputation for
working hard to preserve the state's fish
and wildlife resources. Game wardens are
admired for their dedication, bravery and
tireless efforts to apprehend fish and game
violators. Just over two years ago, that
admiration began to dim in the eyes of
some in the state.
In 1998, Colonel Tim Peabody, newly
appointed head of the warden service,
began to work on a definitive description
of a warden's duties and powers and the
Department's vehicle stop policy. As it
happened, what he saw as a simple
attempt to clarify his Department's mission
turned into a fireba11 of political
controversy.

Search and rescue remains a
priority job for Maine wardens.

Maine Game Wardens

Where do
they go
from here?
The Sportsman's Alliance of Maine and
some outdoor writers began pushing for
the warden service to alter its practices,
especially in the area of vehicle stops and
the way the sporting public was being
treated. Those demanding changes felt
that wardens were overstepping their
authority and frequently abusing their
power as fish and wildlife law-enforcement officials.
Peabody, backed by case law from
Maine and other states, felt that because

hunting, fishing and trapping were such
heavily regulated activities, wardens
had the legal right to stop certain vehicles to check for compliance with regulations. He got legal support for his
position from the state attorney general's office.
SAM, some members of the
Legislature and other interested parties
countered that vehicle stops without a
warden's knowledge that a crime or
violation had taken place trampled
sportsmen's Fourth Amendment rights
against unreasonable search and
seizure.
From that point on, there was
chaos on the political front as well as
within the Department itself.
Emergency legislation passed in 1999
temporarily restricted the enforcement
ability of all wardens until the
Legislature could review policie
make lasting changes.

and

Confusion over a warden's law
enforcement role was readily apparent
during the 1999 hunting sea ons confusion by wardens worn to uphold
the law and confusion by sportsmen
and women in the field.
The recent legislative se sion, right
up to its final days, saw a constant battle over just how far to go in granting
powers to wardens and what kind of
vehicle stop restrictions to place on
them.
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Finally, in the waning days of the
session, lawmakers passed L.D. 2691, a
piece of compromise legislation that had
support from politicians and Department
leadership.
Since the bill was approved, the
Department and its legal advisers have
been going over the new law and preparing to implement it. At a June 22 meeting
at Department headquarters in Augusta,
Peabody and Commissioner Lee Perry
made a public presentation of the changes
effected by the legislation.
In actuality, there will be little change
in the Department's law enforcement
activities. Although wardens have the
same duties and powers as sheriffs, as
they have for many years, their primary
area of enforcement remain dealing with
fish and wildlife issues and enforcement
of boating, ATV and snowmobile laws.
The new law also makes additional
provisions for fish and wildlife checkpoints. Peabody stated that wardens have
been and will continue to follow the
Department's existing vehicle checkpoint
policy. This policy, revised in 1996, is a
detailed how-to on the way checkpoints
are to be conducted, which is similar to
sobriety checkpoints for motor vehicle
operators. Along with the continued
enforcement tool of vehicle checkpoints,
wardens can stop vehicles if they suspect
a law may have been violated.
At the same public meeting, Peabody
and Perry presented a draft of the
Department's administrative policy regarding enforcement operations of the warden
service.
"I believe this policy and its implementation match the intent of the
Legislature when they discussed this bill,"
said Perry.
The administrative policy presents the
service's philosophy of promoting compliance with fish and wildlife laws. It also
emphasizes the importance of community
service while balancing education and
enforcement within the scope of a warden's duties.
Training was held this summer for all
game wardens on the new law, as well as
a complete review of the Department's
MAINE Fish and Wildlife

Photo by Mark Latti
checkpoint and administrative policies.
As the Maine Warden Service enters a
new century armed with traditional as well
as modern law-enforcement techniques, it
faces the continued challenge of protecting the state's natural and wildlife

resources as the demand for these
resources increases.
Working under these new guidelines, and with continued training, the
service i poised to continue in its rich
tradition of service to the state.

.. And the Work Continues
Since this article was written in early July, much has been done. This fall the
Department will be working under the new law and new procedures. Each warden
has attended training to provide them with a better understanding of the entire
scope of their responsibilities and the basis for the work they do. The training they
received is important in many ways: most importantly, it protects the resources we
are responsible for; it protects the Department; it protects the individual warden;
and it protects you.
By using a variety of methods, we will be doing our best to protect you and
Maine's fish and wildlife resources. We believe that this can be best achieved by
preventing violations from occurring. We are expanding our community relations
efforts. In addition to attendance at various outdoor events and meetings and contacts with you in the field, we will operate an information booth through the outdoors partner program. Routine patrols and field checkpoints will be used to deter
violations and assist in achieving compliance with various fish and wildlife laws.
These contacts seldom result in the apprehension and prosecution of repeat
offenders and the intentional violator. We need to be effective in doing this and will
continue to focus a portion of our time toward those individuals who jeopardize
everyone's ability to enjoy Maine outdoors. At the same time, we cannot and will
not get so focused on finding violations that we forget or worse yet offend the people who have entrusted us with the stewardship of their resources.
We expect to have further training sessions in early winter for snowmobile stops
and again early next spring for fishing and boating procedures.
As a Department, we care about Maine's outdoor future. We hope that our
efforts will insure that you have a safe and enjoyable time outdoors - this year and
every year. - Lee Perry, Commissioner
Fall 2000
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By Ken Allen
Recreational anglers should be celebrating a birthday this year, a big one, and
these folks shouldn't take festivities lightly. The Sport Fish Restoration Act turned
50 years old this year, one of the most successful conservation programs in the
world.
For a half century, recreational anglers
have stepped up to the plate with their
hard-earned dollars to fund fishing restoration projects in the United States, which
has added an incredible $2.6 billion to
state fish and wildlife agencies nationwide.
This money has helped build and maintain
boating and fishing access site , purchase
over one-quarter million acre of habitat
fund research projects to improve fisheri~s
management, and educate children and
adults about angling and aquatic resources.
In Maine alone, the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife (DIF& W) has
received $33,990,669 of Dingell-Johnson
funds since 1952.
This all began a few years after World
War II when Congressman John Dingell,
Sr. of Michigan and Senator Edwin
Johnson of Colorado introduced the Sport
Fi h Restoration Act, which would place

12
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an excise tax on fishing equipment.
(Dingell and Johnson modeled their lezi
b
lation after the Pittman-Robinson Act of
1937, an excise tax on firearms and
ammunition.) Money from the Sport Fish
Restoration Act would go straight into
state fish and wildlife agencies to be used
for improving recreational angling in this
country. In August 1950, President Harry
Truman signed the act into law, and since
then, lawmakers have amended it to
include excise tax on motorboat fuel and
pleasure boats.
Here's how the Sport Fish
Restoration Program works. Fi hing
equipment manufacturers pay excise taxes
to the federal government and pass the
cost along to consumers in the retail
price. Motorboats and small engine fuel
add to the pot because of excise taxes on
these items. The money goes to the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service's Division of
Federal Aid, which oversees the Sport
Fish Restoration Program. This federal
agemcy distributes funds to state-fishand-wildlife agencies in the form of
grants. To obtain a grant, state agencies
submit proposals that address an individual need or priority in the state. The
Division of Federal Aid then makes sure

the project meets three criterions. Each
submission must have l) well-defined
established guidelines, 2) a well'

Aquatic Access a
Priority
One priority of the Sport Fish
Restoration Program in Maine was
acquiring boat-access sites and maintaining them because much of this
state is private land. Right now,
JF&W maintains 54 boat-launch sites
and 40 additional water-access sites
(mostly carry-in). The latter are adjacent to water control structures, fish
ways and remote areas that require
minimal maintenance. Overall, this
state has close to 400 boat launches
overseen by municipalities, IF&W
and other agencies such as
Department of Conservation and
Department of Marine Resources.
That isn't many in a state with so
much inland water, best described
with a quick analogy. The surface
area of Maine's inland lakes and
ponds equals half the size of the
entire State of Connecticut.
Fall 2000

designed concept and 3) reasonable expectation that the idea can accomplish the
desired results.
This has undeniably helped to
improve fishing and boating in each state
since 1950. Thanks to this program,
anglers have thousands of public access
sites to waters across the country, and
each year, these spots continue to be maintained. State agencies have purchased
habitat with the goal to best serve fish and
wildlife - the very resources upon which
our sports depend. Fisheries biologists
work on research to improve angling, and
without a doubt, many states couldn't
afford this crucial service without federal
dollars supplementing it.
Anglers often complain about poor
fishing and look back at "the good old
days" as being better. In Central Maine,
just to name one section of this state,
many serious, hard-core anglers swear the
fishing is better now than 30 years ago.
Game fish are bigger and more numerous,
and in some instances, superb fisheries
have developed that didn't exist in 1950,
thanks to solid fisheries management.
Many new brown-trout waters in
Central Maine jump to mind. The
Kennebec River from Skowhegan to
somewhere south of Waterville has earned
the reputation of being one of the top

Sport-Fishing Facts
The quaint image of a boy with an
alder pole, string, bobber and bent common pin sitting on a stream bank on a
summer day really misses the mark
when people think of fishing in
America. If recrearional angling were a
corporation, it would rank 13th in the
Fortune 500 list of this country's largest
businesses, contributing more than $108

billion annually into the economy. In
1998 alone, people bought 570,000
new boats and spent $8.5 billion on
these purchases. Sports fishing supports 1.2 million jobs in the U.S.,
creating salaries and wages that are
roughly equivalent to half of this
country's entire military payroll.
These jobs contribute $3. l billion in
federal income taxes, which equals
nearly a third of the entire federal
budget for agriculture.
Nationwide, anglers outnumber
golfers nearly two to one, and in fact,
sports fishers number 50 million
strong. Furthermore, the total figure
nationwide includes strong representation from all genders, races and
age.
Women comprise one-third of
America's freshwater anglers.
In 1996, 180.400 Maine residents fished 3.2 million days and
109,400 non-residents were out
835,500 days, which doesn't count
children and those folks over 70
years old who don't need a license.
In short, nearly 300,000 licensed
anglers roamed the state in search of
sport, often spurring rural economies
that would suffer greatly without this
influx of income.

MAINE Fish and Wildlife
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brown-trout rivers in the Northeast, and
Little Pond in Damariscotta is now one of '
the top places in New England to catch 4pound-plus brook trout. These are just two
success stories - two of many.
To receive federal funds, state agencies must guarantee that license fees will
be used exclusively by their fish-andwildlife agency, a great safeguard that

Spreading the Word
Responsive Management, Inc., on
behalf of the International Association
of Fish and Wildlife Agencies conducted a survey of 3,725 hunting and fishing
license holders and/or owners of registered boats, hoping to understand the
average sports person's knowledge of
the excise tax on sporting equipment.
Over four out of five participants
opposed using money collected from
excise taxes for anything other than
fishing or hunting. Eighty percent of
sports folks who have purchased equipment in the past five years feel better
about spending the money when they
know a portion of it goes to restoration
projects. These people actually don't
mind paying taxes when they know it
will help improve restoration, conservation and preservation of this country's
fish and wildlife resources.
That's the good news.
Here's bad news: Ninety percent of
sportsmen and women who fish and
hunt, according to the survey, were
unaware of the excise taxes on equipment. They had no idea money from
their purchases went to improving their
sports. An incredible one-third of the
participants had no idea that money
from license fees went to state agencies
to help fund fish- and-wildlife management and enhance hunting, fishing and
boating opportunities. In short, we must
spread the word because if people are
unaware of programs funded by excise
taxes, they will be less apt to rise up to
protect these funds when politicians try
to skim money off the top.
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helps the user who has funded the
Department. In Maine, more than once
through the years, this stipulation has
stopped politicians, including at least two
governors, from dipping into IF&W funds.
Some states receive more money than
other smaller, less populated ones. For
example, in 1999, California received
$10,621,457 as compared to Maine's total
of $2, 124,291. The land size, water area
and number of licensed anglers determine
the amount. In short, California's geographical area is much larger and the state
has far more anglers who roughly spend
four to five ti mes more in excise taxes
than in Maine. Also, no single state can
receive more than 5 percent of the entire
annual money from collected excise taxes,
and on the opposite end, no state can
receive less than l percent of the total pot.
People often look at federal-government programs as examples of waste and
poor management, but the Federal Aid to
Sport Fish Restoration Program is the
envy of many other countries, a perfect
example of a "user pays-user benefits"
program. In fact, $3 out of every 4 spent
for sports fish restoration in this country
come, from this tax - an impressive statistic. This excise tax doesn't mean fish
and wildlife agencies get freebies, either.
States match Sport Fish Restoration funds
with at least a 25 percent share of state

money, which often comes from fishing-license fees.
In 1999 alone, Maine received
$2, 124,291 from this excise tax, which
went into Maine's fisheries programs.
Richard "Rick" Record, Jr., the director
of the Bureau of Administrative
Services, said IF& W fiscal year 1999
budget was $23,271,649.
The Sport
Fish Re toration Program revenue
equaled about 8 percent of the entire
budget! (This doesn't count excise
taxes from Pittman-Robinson that benefit wildlife and hunters.)
From 1990 to 1998, Sport Fi h
Restoration Program apportionments
totaled $18,909,659 for an average of
$2, 101,000 annually. Of that figure,
$12,981,000
went to freshwater sportfish restoration and $2,218,928 went to
motorboat access. The Department of
Marine Resource received a portion of
the Sport Fish Re toration Program
funds.
We often hear people badmouth the
government and today's fishing, but the
truth is plain and simple. This wonderful government program first envisioned by Congressman Dingell and
Senator Johnson has been an overwhelming success story across the
country. Jn this state, modern anglers
are reaping its benefits.
Fall 2000
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DOG DOORS
Weathertight (they seal tight all around)
Super Quiet • Safe • Easy to Install
Sizes for any dog or cat

FOR SPORTING 8 PET BREEDS

e-mail or Call for a FREE color brochure
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PRODUCTS
W7909 Green Valley Road

•

Spooner, WI 54801

715-635-2644

Signed limited-edition prints by
Tom Hennessey, Arthur Taylor,
Terry Redlin, Persis Clayton Weirs,
Roger Blum, Susan Jordan
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River City Gallery
118 Main Street
Bangor, ME 04401

Seen enough monster
Maine bucks yet?

If not, subscribe to the
Maine Big Game
Magazine
and see more trophy deer,
bear and moose-and
read the exciting stories
from the hunters who harvested them!
MAINE BIG GAME MAGAZINE
has dozens of first hand
hunting tales each issue
with exciting color photos.
One year subscription:
$15.50 (four issues)
Two year subscription:
$30.00 (eight issues)
Send check/money order to:
Maine Big Game
Publications
36 Ames Road- Dept. FW
Dover-Foxcroft, ME 04426
(207-564- 7614)
MAfNE Fish and Wildlife

HUNT

dealer for

Wild Wings Hadley House
Applejack
National Wildlife Federation
Ph & Fax 207-947-1227
e-mail: rivercitygallery@earthlink.net
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ROME, ME
Malcolm Charles, '7~._•llNP'
Registered Maine Guide

HUNT OR TRAIN YOUR DOGS
OVER LIVE BIRDS
Full or 1/2 Day Hunts

• Up to 4 Hunters Per Group

Guided hunts with Maine Guide and Dog Available

FOR MORE INFO CALL 207-397-HUNT(4868)
e-mail: pointers@tdstelme.net

website: www.mint.net/pointersrun
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Deer crossing busy roads is a growing
problem in major portions of the state.
(All photos by Bob Humphrey)

The Department has plans

Managing Nuisance Wildlife
By Bob Humphrey
Managing Maine' wildlife is the
responsibility of the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife. Traditionally, this
meant managing wildlife populations in
relation to what the habitat and the environment can support. But man has had a
profound effect on the environment.
Removing most of the large predators has
resulted in populations of several species
expanding to level that can now only be
controlled by regulated hunting or trap-

of Maine's most important natural and
recreational resources - deer. It was a
lengthy process with plenty of public participation, guided by the insight and
expertise of Department biologi ts.
The result is a plan that will guide
deer management in our state for the next
15 years, and beyond. In order to develop a long-term plan however, biologists
had to look into their crystal ball and
envision the future. That is a daunting
task, rife with unknowns.

One thing's for

sure however; the future of deer and deer

ping.

hunting in Maine will look very different

Maine' human population ha
remained relatively table, in terms of ize,
over the la t decade or o but ha experienced a pronounced hift from urban centers toward more rural areas. One of the
ide effect of more humans moving into
area already occupied by burgeoning
wildlife populations is an increase in nuisance wildlife complaints. Thus, the
Department must now manage wildlife
population
in relation to both habitat, and
human tolerance levels.
The Department has just put the finishing touches on a project involving one

than the present.
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To the delight of some, and chagrin
of others, that future sees bowhunters taking a larger and more important role in
the process.

They currently play a minor,

but ever-increasing

role in managing the

state's deer herd, particularly

in problem

areas. Changes in land u e patterns, people's attitudes, and the ize and makeup
of the hunting population
this transition.

are aJJ driving

As these changes occur,

the bow hunter of the future too will lik.ely

be a very different individual.

Management Problems
The Department has been carefully
managing the tate's deer herd for slow
growth. In doing so, they mu t manage
deer populations in relation to both the
biological and social carrying capacity.
Their biological goal in most of central
and outhern Maine is to keep deer
numbers at 50 - 60 percent of
Maximum Sustainable Population (carrying capacity) or, what the habitat can
support. This maximizes deer reproduction levels ensuring a viable population while minimizing conflicts and
ensuring habitat will not be exce sively
damaged.
They currently do this primarily
through the any-deer permit system.
The Department has developed a
model, based on years of accumulated
harvest data that predicts a certain level
of mortality based on the number of
any-deer permits issued. ln the absence
of unusual environmental
factors such
as warm, rainy weather, which suppresses the kill or heavy snow, which
Fall 2000

increases it, the model has by and large,
been quite accurate.
With the urban sprawl spreading
across the landscape, biologists have
found it increasingly difficult to use traditional firearms hunting as a management
tool. According to deer biologist Gerry
Lavigne, "The harvest has remained stable
while the number of reported road kills
increases ann ualJ y by about 15 percent."
In 1995, the Town of York recorded 101
car/deer accidents, which represented 40%
of the deer killed in what was then District
13. That number is only that portion of
hit deer that were claimed by accident victims; the remainder was not recorded.
Region A wildlife biologist Phil
Bozenhard has noted other problems in his
region too. A high concentration of deer
ticks, an intermediate host for Lyme disease, in the coastal belt represents a direct
hazard to human health. Bozenhard also
observed that while crop damage complaints have been fairly common in this
area, an increasing number are centering
around damage to shrubs and flowers, and
"there have been more and more complaint from people having property damage and wanting to know how they can
reduce the deer population."
These problems are exacerbated by the expanding
human population and the resulting loss of
access for hunting, and by a decrease in
the number of gun hunters of roughly
25,000 since 1987.

Role of Bowhunting
Until the past couple years the impact
of bowhunting on deer management and
the overall harvest has been relatively
insignificant. Prior to 1997, archers constituted no more than 6 percent of the deer
hunting population and have accounted for
4 percent or less of the total deer take in
any given year (Table 1). Conversely, it
has provided a considerable benefit in
terms of hunting opportunity, allowing
roughly a month of either-sex hunting.
Growth in participation has been steady
but gradual. However, several things have
happened since that have precipitated an
increase in the growth and importance of
bow hunting.
Faced with burgeoning deer herds in
southern and central Maine, the
Department has looked to bowhunting as
one solution. The timing is fortuitous, a
bowhunters have been lobbying for more
opportunities. In 1997, the two camps
combined their efforts and developed a
plan that eventua11y evolved into the first
expanded archery season. The intent of
this season was to provide additional deer
hunting opportunities in locations in
which deer populations could withstand
additional hunting pressure without negatively impacting other exi ting deer hunting opportunities or human safety. It was
originally established as a two-year experimental season and the first year the area
opened to hunting encompassed what

Bowhunting is an important tool
for controlling deer in urban
areas.

would eventually become Wildlife
Management District 24 - coastal
Maine from Kittery to Brun wick.
Re ult were initially slow in coming. In 1997 1,443 hunters participated
in the first ea on. which panned most
of September and allowed expanded
ea on archers one deer of either sex in
addition to the regular annual bag of
one deer for all other seasons. The
novelty of the season, and the cost of a
license ($40 for residents and $80 for
non-residents) likely contributed to low
participation. Still, with relatively few
conflicts from concentrating
bowhunter in areas of high human
density, the take of 258 deer was conidered a positive fir t step.
The following year, with an expansion of the area open to hunting to
inland pockets of dense human population in southern and central Maine, the
number of hunters grew to 2,554. Then
in 1999, the Legislature permanently
established the expanded season. In
addition, they extended it to run
through the end of the muzzleloader
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season in mid-December. More areas were hunters and non-hunters." They may be
added to the zone and the bag limit was
hunting under non-traditional conditions
increased to two deer. Archers could now
and in non-traditional areas, in some cases
hunt the expanded zone for nearly 3-1/2
literally in people's back yards. He feels
months and potentially take three deer with very strongly that bowhunting, and hunting
expanded and regular archery licenses.
in general must gain public acceptance, or
Participation and success rates escalatcommunities will look at other methods to
ed dramatically. The 5,044 hunters who
control deer, as has already been witnes ed
participated in the 1999 expanded hunt,
in places like Peaks and Monhegan islands.
killed 1,453 deer - more than the statewide
This year the Maine Bowhunters
total for the regular
archery season. This
amounts to a success
rate of 29 percent,
nearly equal to that of
Maine rifle hunters
who possess any-deer
permits (Table 2).
The expanded
season has not been
without its critics
however. Some nonbowhunters see the
increase in bowhunting opportunity as taking opportunity away
from them. Lavigne
Crowding causes friction among whitetails in winter.
points out however
that the expanded
archery season is being applied where the
Association, instituted a new program to
any-deer permit system is not effective in
use bowhunters more effectively in the e
meeting harvest objectives. Last year in
non-traditional problem areas. Through
WMD 24 800 any-deer permits went
the Bowhunters and Landowner
unused. Furthermore, while some of this
Information Program (BLIP), they can now
area is open to firearm hunting, Lavigne
supply landowner , warden , municipal
points out that most of the pressure is conauthoritie , and others with a list of
centrated in a few area of un-posted land,
bowhunters who have demonstrated their
where deer numbers are already low. Even
responsibility by taking a voluntary course
though the 1999 season saw a substantial
that concentrate on ethical behavior, hanincrease in archery hunter and harvest, the dling of landowner i sues and the knowledge of what landowners expect.
combined expanded and regular archery
seasons still accounted for les than 10
This program is open to any individual
percent of the total harvest.
18 years or older who meets certain qualifications. In addition to the 3-hour BLIP
Future of Bowhunting
course, you must have already taken a
The expanded season provides a
tandard bowhunter safety course, which is
glimpse of what the future holds for deer
now required by the tate for all new
management and bowhunting in Maine.
archery license holders. You must also
Gerry Lavigne believes the Maine
have demonstrated your experience and
bowhunter of the future will have to be a
proficiency by having taken at least one
highly killed, ethical, proficient deer manbig game animal (deer, bear, moose,
ager. "We need a cadre of hunter willing
rurkey, etc.) with a bow in the last four
to hunt under the watchful eye of the antiyears, and have not had a revocation of
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any licen e issued by DIF& W in the
past 10 years.
Similar programs have already
shown success in states like Ohio,
Pennsylvania and New Jersey. In fact,
the BLIP program is based on a similar
Landowner Information and
Knowledge Sy tern (LINKS) in
Penn ylvania. Ohio has designated
Urban Deer Zones in several of the
larger metropolitan areas where
additional antlerless permits are
available and in
parts of New
Jersey
bowhunters can
take an unlimited
number of does.
The future of
deer hunting in
Maine looks
bright for both
gun and bow
hunters.
According to
Lavigne, "if we
can succeed in
restoring winter habitat to the north and
east, and olve acce s problem we can
afely winter 480,000 deer with a sustainable harvest of 50,000.
To accomplish thi however, gun
hunters will have to shift their empha is
to central, eastern and northern Maine.
Meanwhile, bowhunter will take on an
increasingly important role in more
populated area of the state."

Messy, Messy Geese
Somewhat ironically, another
specie near the top of the list of nuisance wildlife in Maine is also a game
species - the Canada goose. Like
whitetails, Canadas have learned to
prosper in close proximity to, and under
th protection of man. But in the
absence of predators and, to a large
extent hunting, the species has flourish d beyond the level that m st people, including anti-hunters will tolerate.
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According to Brad Allen, MDIFW's
Bird Group Leader, the problem was
non-existent 10 years ago, but now represents a real burden on regional staff,
who handle most of the complaints. The
burgeoning resident Canada goose population now accounts for somewhere in
the neighborhood of 30 - 40 complaints
per year. Problems associated with nuisance geese include pollution of public
water supplies, deterioration of water
quality in farm ponds used by livestock,
and degradation and pollution of public
beaches and golf courses. So far,
according to Allen, there are not too
many problems around airports, which
are major areas of concern in states just
to our south.
The Department works closely with
the USDA Animal Damage Control agent
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
managing nuisance geese. The first
course of action usually involves deterrents. They provide landowners with
educational material on how to make a
site less attractive to geese. According to
Allen, moving the geese is not effective
because they either come back or create a
nuisance elsewhere.
As with deer, it appears the most
efficient and effective means of control is
hunting. TheUSFWS sets the general
framework for migratory bird hunting
seasons and they now allow most states
in the northern part of the Atlantic
Flyway to hold special seasons targeted
at resident Canadas. According to Allen,
the Atlantic Flyway management objective is to reduce the number of resident
Canadas by half.
That may be easier said than done.
While Maine's problem is not yet as
evere as in states to our south, biologists
from those states are already cautioning
us to take pre-emptive steps. Area
where hunting is prohibited, impractical
or unsafe soon become reservoirs from
which nuisance goose populations can
expand. Allen sees the growing interest
in goose hunting as the best chance for
holding nuisance goose numbers in check
saying: "harvests are going up, hopefully
sport hunting can help us out."
MAINE Fish and Wildlife

Goose drop. pings are a
messy problem at many
locations.

Yet another game bird that has prospered to nuisance levels in recent years is
the wild turkey. Re-introduction efforts,
which began in 1977, have resulted in a
huntable turkey population conservatively estimated at around 13,000.
According to Allen, the most common
complaints involve depredation of blueberries, strawberry plants and apple blossoms, and despoiling silage piles, which
become an important source of food in
winter. Birds often tear through the plastic covering, which allows moisture to
get in. They also pick out much of the

valuable grains, and defecate on the
silage, which is then eaten by cows .
Despite this Allen says that most
farmers, including those complaining of
damage, like having the birds around.
"Once there gets to be 75 - 100 birds in a
particular area they start to become a nuisance and farmers ask us to step in. We
look at this as an opportunity," says
Allen, "to trap and transfer birds and
show we are willing to help out with this
new species. The regional biologists are
handling this and handling it well." They
are also tracking incidences and recording the types and extent of damage and
complaints.
In most cases it turns out things
aren't as bad as were thought, but more
study is needed. "So far," says Allen, we
have not documented a lot of crop depredation. More study is needed on blueberries to determine if the birds are eating
the berries or just insects living amongst
the berries." Turkeys are also becoming
a minor concern around some airports.
Allen anticipates that as the population
grows, the state may initiate fall eithersex hunting in some wildlife management
districts to keep it from reaching nuisance levels.
Cormorants Stable
Another nuisance species that has
received considerable attention lately is
the double-crested cormorant. Already
large and rapidly expanding populations
in the Great Lakes have had marked

Pe6ple like turkeys, but when local numbers get
high, they can prove a problem.
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effects on the local sport fish populations
and the New York DEC has begun intensive control efforts. However, problems
are not nearly so pronounced in Maine.
According to Allen, "our population
is remarkably stable, and has been for 1012 years." He added that "they do eat
salmon, perhaps 1-2 % of any run; but
most predation occurs at dams where the
salmon are short stopped, and far more
are chewed up in the turbines."
Furthermore, Allen points out that they
can target the offending birds and control
can be local and efficient.

Beaver No.1
According to Wildlife Di vision
Director Mark Stadler, "beaver are the
No. 1 nuisance animal we contend with
statewide." Complaints usually involve
beaver dams and the resulting flooding of
roads, driveways, railroad crossings and
forest or agricultural land. There is also
the occasional complaint of cutting of
ornamental trees, particularly along lake
and stream shores. Beaver are also vectors of the Giardia parasite, which can
result in debilitating dysentery in
humans. This is particularly troublesome
when it enters public water supplies.
The Department addresses beaver
nuisance complaints in triage fashion.
The preferred method, whenever possible, is to leave the beaver there and modify the dam so it no longer causes a prob-

lem. The Department
often coordinates its
efforts with other state
agencies including the
Maine Dept. of
Transportation and
Dept. of
Environmental
Protection, the USDAAPHIS program, and
local water companies.
"Our management
is geared toward maintaining them," says
Stadler. "They are an
important animal
because of their ability

Trapping is an important means of controlling
nuisance beaver.

to create freshwater wetlands that support a variety of game and
nongame wildlife and fish." The
Department uses its liberal trapping season to help keep beaver below nuisance
levels. "In thi way," Stadler says, "we
make the best use of the resource when it
is of greatest economic value."
"If that doesn't work we look at
moving them," says Stadler.
Unfortunately, the beaver population is
healthy statewide and there i not a lot of
vacant beaver territory. Moving beavers,
as with Canada geese only results in
translocating the problem. The last resort
is lethal removal outside of the trapping
season, which is usually done cooperatively with USDA-APHIS or Animal
Damage Control (ADC) agents. In recent
years, a drop in fur prices has resulted in
a decline in trapping effort. Furthermore,
active forest management has resulted in
an abundance of good habitat. With
more beavers and fewer trappers nuisance complaints will likely increase.

Pesky Black Bears
Black bear are also responsible

Bears can be a problem around
bird feeders or trash barrels.
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for a

substantial number of nuisance complaints, particularly in northern and
Down East areas, where depredation of
crops like blueberries and oats is a problem. Here too the Department uses the
regular hunting and trapping seasons to
try and keep bear below nuisance levels.
They may also use hazing.
In extreme

cases, trap and transfer is an option, but
is not often used as it is extremely inefficient in terms of cost and effort, and
often ineffective.
A bear that is moved
70 miles away may be back within three
days.
Bears are also an increasing problem
around homes and camps. Here, the
Department tries to work with individuals
to correct problems. Often removing or
modifying attractions like bird feeders or
improperly stored garbage is all that it
takes.
The Department handles a variety of
other complaints in various ways. Much
of the more mundane complaints involving so-called "hou e and garden" pests
like woodchucks, skunks, raccoons and
squirrels are handled through ADC cooperators who specialize in nuisance
wildlife control. Other specialized problems such as ospreys nesting on bridges
or power poles are handled on a case-bycase basis.
In general, the Department's policy
is to first try and teach people how to Jive
with wildlife. Where population control
is necessary, the Department tries to maximize recreational opportunity through
the use of sport hunting as a management
tool. Trap and transfer is used on occasion, but with the exception of wild
turkeys, is largely inefficient and ineffective. Occasionally, when all else fails,
lethal, non-hunting means are used.
Fall 2000

Scarborough Wildlife Management Area
exceeds 10,000 visitors. Sport fishing
for both fresh and salt water species
occurs in the brooks and estuarine rivers
and retriever field trails are held in the
upland fields. The Scarborough Land
Conservation Trust has incorporated the
Old Eastern Railroad Right-of-Way into
a town-wide trail system.

Scarborough WMA in Scarborough,
Saco, and Old Orchard Beach is part of
the largest single continuous unit of tidal
marsh in the State. It contains 3, 100
acres, of regularly and irregularly flooded salt marsh, salt creeks, coastal fresh
marsh, and tidal flats. Five major tidal
marsh units can be defined within the
management area including the Dunstan
River, Mill Brook, Cascade Brook, the
Nonesuch River and the Libby River,
along with their associated streams and
creeks. In addition, the area contains
roughly l 00 acres of forested upland and
22 acres of pasture.

Directions
The area is accessible from several
points. From Route 1 in Scarborough:
1) take Route 9 east to the
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center;
2) take Route 207 (Black Point
Road) east, then tum right onto Eastern
Road, which runs out onto the marsh; or
3) take Libby Road east to a stateowned parking area.

Dominant Species
The marsh is a prime waterfowl area
attracting spring and fall migrants, as
well as supporting nesting populations of
black ducks, blue-winged teal, and wood
ducks. Canada geese utilize the area
heavily in the spring and occasionally
stop over during the fall migration.
Woodcock are both migrant visitors and
residents on, and adjacent to the area.
Deer are visitors to the marsh and fields
during the spring and summer, and
furbearers I ike otter and muskrat occur
year-round.
Scarborough marsh is also a haven
for myriad non-game birds. Wading birds
like herons, egrets and ibises are common throughout the breeding season and
during migration. At times, thousands of
shorebirds can be seen feeding in the
pannes, pools and tidal flats during
migration. In winter, uncommon raptors
like the snowy owl, peregrine falcon,
and rough-legged hawk can sometimes
be seen on the open marsh.

abandoned fields to clover,
In 1988 the Department, in cooperation with Ducks Unlimited, constructed a
permanent dam on Jones Creek. This
structure replaced a beaver dam creating
a stable water level on approximately
450 acres. It is designed to maintain
nesting and brood-rearing habitat for
waterfowl, as well as habitat for other
wildlife associated with freshwater wetlands.

Management
Management is directed toward
improving the area for resident and
migratory waterfowl though long-range
objectives are to provide suitable habitat
for optimum levels of all wildlife species
and to provide maximum utilization of
the area by sportsmen and other individuals seeking outdoor recreation.
Activities have included: development
and maintenance of water control structures and land clearing and planting of

Activities and Facilities
Waterfowl hunting has long· been,
and continues to be a major use on the
area. It is also a particularly popular spot
for birding. In 1973, the Scarborough
Nature Center was opened in a joint
effort between the Department and the
Maine Audubon Society.
Maine Audubon uses this facility to
conduct field classes, summer camp, and
guided tours on the marsh and annual
use of the Audubon Nature Center
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Wildlife Management Area Rules
Hunting/Trapping: Unless otherwise
provided, WMAs are open to the hunting
and trapping of all wild birds and animals under the provisions of state and
federal laws and regulations.
Motor Vehicles: The operation of
any motor vehicle, excluding motorboats, within the boundaries of any
WMA is prohibited except as provided
below:
a. on roads not posted as closed or
restricted,
b. on designated trails.
c. in other areas where their use is
specifically authorized.
Swimming: Swimming on WMAs is
prohibited except at designated locations.
Other: Storage of personal property,
cutting of live or dead trees, extraction
or removal of sand or gravel, and unauthorized disposal of any material, byproducts, or waste are prohibited on
WMAs without written permission of the
Regional Wildlife Biologist.
Scarborough Wildlife Management
Area is owned and maintained by the
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife. Its operation and maintenance are supported by your fees as well
as revenue from the sale of hunting and
fishing licenses, and federal funds under
the Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration
Program.
Fall 2000
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Tree swallows are just
one of the bird species
that call Scarborough
Marsh home.

Scarborough Marsh is the largest single tidal
marsh in the state with 3, 100 acres of marsh
and creeks and tide flats like this.
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Ask First!
Maine's Landowner Relations Program
By Warden Sgt.
Dave Peppard
The Department's Landowner
Relations Program began in 1995. Its
goal was to create an effort that increases
and enhances access to private property
for recreational purposes.
Because the program was developed
from scratch, considerable effort was
needed to gather information regarding
access. The original goal quickly became
complex.
Sportsmen want more and better
access to land, but when you delve into
what private land is and what it takes to
be a landowner who allows the public to
access his land, it is obvious this issue
has two sides.
The most common theme coming
from landowners is that they want to
know who is on their land and that they
need a level of control over activities
that are take place on their land. For
example, a landowner with an active
wood harvesting operation needs to
reroute a snowmobile trail around the

area so that neither the tree harvest
or a snowmobile trip are needlessly interrupted.
Changing Tradition
Maine has a long
tradition of the
public accessing
land owned
by others
for

recreational
purposes,
mainly hunting,
fishing and trapping. Posting of land
started becoming a major
issue in the late 60's and
early 70's. Prior to that
hunters, fishermen and trappers
pretty much went
where they wanted.
There were fewer
landowners, many of
whom were neighbors,
friends or fellow
sportsmen, so access
was not considered a
problem. As more
land has been divided
and sold, making more
landowners, the lines
of communication
between the landowners and sportsmen have
weakened.
Today many
Having their land rutted by tires during mud
sportsmen don't know or are
season is a cause for concern by many
unsure of who owns the land they
landowners.
recreate on. Because of Maine's
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long standing tradition of permissive
trespass, which allowed the public
to participate in some form of
outdoor recreation on private
land, we often hear, "If the
land is not posted, I
have a right to go
there to hunt, fish,
trap or whatever." That
state-

incorrect and
increases
the overall
problem of public
access. The misunderstanding of
landowners and their
rights by land users has risen
to the top as a good place to
start with improving
landowner/land user relations.
Maine's most serious access problems are found in central and southern
portions of the state. The large landowners of northern Maine have excellent rapport with the outdoor sporting public.
The Landowner Relations Program
places emphasis on educating land users
about what private land means and what
rights go with being a landowner.
It's
important for the public to know that the
right to access private property only
exists in certain legal instruments such
as deeded rights of ways, or easements.
Therefore, land users need to communicate with the landowner about pennission to access land, and find out what the
land owner's expectations are. The bottom line is that someone owns all private
land and access to and use of the land by
the public is a privilege given by the
Fall 2000

landowner.
Signs of the Times
Along with our education component, the
Department works with landowners to increase or
enhance access. A good example of this is the
Department's Landowner Sign Assistance
Program. This two-year-old program features a
variety of signs, but the mainstay of the program
is the "Access by Permission Only" sign. To date,
67 ,642 acres of previously posted land, utilizing
"No Trespassing" and "No Hunting" signs, have
been switched to the "Access" signs. At the same
time 20,453 acres of unpasted land is now posted
with the "Access" signs.
Obviously the Department doesn't encourage
posting, but we respect that decision by landowners. Our program offers those who have decided
to post their land for the first time an alternative to
no trespassing and no hunting signs. In a little
over two years we have been able to positively
impact a total of 88,095 acres. We are pleased
with those results. The program is operated on a
very limited budget primarily supported by
Supersport license dollars.
Solving Problems
What is the large landowner's perspective on
public access to and use of their lands? Over the
past couple of years the Landowner Relations
Program has made some interesting discoveries.
Large landowners -especially those with little
control over public access - have had problems
of dealing with hundreds of illegally dumped tires,
couches, mattresses and appliances; of campfires
being built in non-permitted sites; of trees being
cut for firewood; campsites being cleared without
permission; of recreational vehicle trails being
made without permission; of damage to contractor
equipment; of damage done to company property
such as signs and roads; and of damage done to
lessee properties.
The Department has been working closely
with several major landowners to maintain public
use of their land. A good example of this has been
the Department's effort to assist Champion Paper,
now International Paper, in coming up with a public use policy for company owned lands. After
reviewing their materials the following recommendations were made:
1. Restrict access to company roads during
mud seasons of early spring and late fall. This
would reduce damage done to company roads;
posting of signs asking for voluntary compliance
would be tried first.
2. Restrict access to company roads where
abuse and property damage are problems. This
MAINE Fish and Wildlife

Dumped trash is a major cause of posted land.
Summer 2000
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can be accomplished by blocking roads
that have no significant reason for travel.
3. Post signs advising the public
users what activities are acceptable.

those costs. The important
question is "How long can the
landowners continue to do
this?"

Examples include fires and/or camping
allowed in permitted sites only, no tree
cutting and ATV use on established trails
to name a few.
International Paper, instituted these
ideas with good success and there has
been little negative feedback from the
public. Unfortunately, implementing
those ideas carried a considerable cost,
but as good stewards of the land, large
landowners have been willing to absorb

Kidbits Answers
1. Survival Kit
2. When, Where
3. Wool
4. Map, Compass
5. Lost, Fire
6. Shelter
7. Game Wardens
8. Dogs
9. Two Shots
10. Orange
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Great Pond Access Issues
There have been a few
problems involving great pond
access addressed by the
Department's Landowner
Relations Program. Our
approach in working on these
problems is to supply
landowners with Great Pond
access signs. These signs not
only describe the landowner's
obligation to the public in
regard to access, but also
explain the land user's obligation to the landowner. These
signs are currently being used
in three areas where problems
existed and are working well.
Large forest landowners
own their land primarily to
manage the timber resources.
Over the decades they have
learned that public use and
fish and wildlife resource
management are issues that they need
outside help with. Department biologi ts
have worked closely with all the large
landowners on species management
plans. Some landowners have taken this
one step further and hired their own staff
biologists to enhance those management
efforts.
The Landowner Relations Program's
motto is "Ask First." Obviously that i
the case when posted land is encountered, but we strongly urge all land users
to seek permission from landowner of

• GUIDED FLY FISHING

&

unpasted land. That special Maine tradition of acce sing private property for
recreational purposes can continue but in
order to do so, we al I have to become
part of the reason why it will continue.
We all need to adopt the habit of
a king first when we use someone else's
land and thank the landowner when we
are done. This type of behavior will go
a long way to ensuring that great Maine
tradition lives on.
Remember, all users of private property are guests of the landowner. Access
is a privilege earned, not a right.

INSTRUCTION

• FAMILY VACATIONS
• MOOSE, LOON, WILDFLOWER FIELD TRIPS
• SCENIC PLANE RIDES
• HUNTING, FISHING
• ICE FISHING, CROSS-COUNTRY

SKIING

Located in Allagash Wilderness Region north of Baxter State Park. Fullservice lodge, seven log cabins on Haymock, Spider, and Cliff Lake (T8R11,
T9R11, T9R12). American Plan or Housekeeping. Indoor plumbing available.
~

Box 696FG, PATTEN,
207-528 . . 2855 (LET IT RING!)

(MAILING ADDRESS ONLY) P.O.

SP~1f!/,~~"
CAMP ASSOC/Jfr/ON
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OPEN YEAR ROUND

ME

04765
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Sunset Ridge Lodge & Outfitters
on Sebec Lake
BIG BUCKS • BIG BULLS • BIG BEAR
The Fishing Is Great!
Master Guide Ben Pinkham
158 Sunset Drive-MFW
Sebec, Maine 04481

.L,...,"...,..,", .. , • .,, .... ,,

207-564-3559

Maine Fish & Wildlife

OUTDOOR ROSTER
, ·i<ENNEBAGO RIVER WfPs7
North of Rangeley between Kennebago Lake

Your Hosts
Olive & Dean Paisley
Registered Maine Guide
Bear - Deer - Moose - Coyote
Phone 207-444-5379
Eagle Lake

~~
Camp Rental

and Little Kennebago Lake
• Fly Fish for native Salmon & Brook Trout in
Kennebago's rivers & lakes
• Excellent Deer and Grouse Hunting
• Snowmobiling on ITS 84 and 89
• 3 Housekeeping Camps • Gated Access
• Reasonable Rates

ut ,t\roostook Coo
~
llty

Firearms - Bow - Black Powder

Fishing

/

Write: Kennebago River Kamps, R Hammond
, PO Box 677, Rangeley 04970
207-864-2402

To arrange for your advertising to appear
in this listing, contact:

on FISH RIVER LAKE
Northern Maine's Last Frontier
Portage, Maine 04768
MAINE Fish and Wildlife

George Pulkkinen
Maine Fish & Wildlife Magazine
PO Box 1457, Yarmouth, ME 04096
Telephone: 1-800-276-0883

Phone 207-435-6156
Fall 2000 29

Open daily, 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
May 1 to November 11

A 200-acre park with 25
different species of wildlife on exhibit

Moose, black bear,
whitetailed deer, wild turkey,
fisher, lynx, mountain lion, bald eagle,
trophy trout and more!
No reservations required
For more information, call
207-657-4977 or
207-287-8000

We're working hard to sustain it.
Plum Creek is proud to be the first timber company to
have all our lands nationwide earn third-party verification
of our sustainable forestry practices. We invite you to come
inspect for yourself-with or without your fishing pole-and
to call us toll-free at 1-877-219-2647 to learn more about the
Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI).
Or visit www.plumcreek.com to learn more about how
we keep our Maine lands beautiful, healthy, and
open for your recreational use.

Plum Creek
Leaders in Environmental Forestry

'
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HOME

ATLANTIC

OF THE

SALMON

The Main Southwest Miramichi River

HOWARD, N.B. CANADA

• 4 Salmon Pools
• Accommodations
Our main lodge and two and three bedroom
cottages are finished in pine and cedar. All
facilities provide a magnificent view of our
salmon pools. Meals are customized to
your taste. Home-made breads, rolls, pies
and donuts are our specialty.
Individual instructional casting sessions
available at no extra charge. Satellite TV,
Fax and e-mail connections available.
•

•Rates
Package includes lodging, meals,
housekeeping, use of four private pools,
guide services and day canoe trips. The
charge is $165 US/day/angler during
April, May, June, July, August. In Sept.
and Oct, the charge is $220 US/day/
angler.

Since 1946 we have provided superb,
personalized service to anglers as
they enjoy exclusive use of our
well equipped lodge, cottages,
and four productive,
private pools.

G , -I

U lueS

Our guides are
experienced,
skilled and
congenial.

•Travel Arrangements
We are located 70 miles northeast of
Fredericton, 35 miles southwest of
Miramichi City. Highway travel time from
Bangor, Maine is 4-1 /2 hours. There are
airports in both Fredericton and
Miramichi City, and in Moncton. We will
pick you up.

• Reservations
can be made by calling or writing:

Martyn Vickers
122 Winthrop Street
Augusta, ME 04330
207-623-4879
vickers@gwi.net

Visit

our website

MAINE Fish and Wildlife

at www.miramichisalmon.com
Fall 2000 31

A HUNTING
.TR~'DITION

& FISHING
SINCE 1938
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With over 60 years of experience, and three levels of the most extensive selection of outdoor
equipment and clothing, we're sure to have what you need to make your hunting or
fishing experience enjoyable and successful.
We have the largest selection of top quality firearms, ammunition, reloading
equipment, components, scopes and accessories on the east coast!
Our archery department features a full line of compound and recurve bows as
well as crossbows, arrows, targets, tree stands and accessories for both hunters
and target shooters.
Our fishing department caters to saltwater and freshwater fishermen, including
an extensive selection specifically for the fly fisherman. In addition to our diverse selection of
rods, reels and lures, we stock downriggers, electric motors, electronic fish finders, canoes and
all the accessories.
®

Open Daily 9-9, Sundays 10-6
Rte 1 Kittery, ME • 207-439-2700 • 1-888-KTP-MAINE (587-6246) • wWw.kitterytradingpost.com

